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Most and Least Stressful Jobs (according to www.canoe.ca and ‘shuttershock’):
Most Stressful
Taxi Driver
Photojournalist
Senior Corporate Executive
Public Relations Executive
Event Coordinator
Police Officer
Military General
Airline Pilot
Firefighter
Soldier

Least Stressful
Electrical Technician
Furniture Upholsterer
Dietician
Precision Assembler
Audiologist
Medical Laboratory Technician
Dress Maker or Tailor
Hair Stylist
Jeweller
Medical Records Technician

Keep an Eye Open in February and March
Red Lake Career & Employment Services has NEW
workshops to offer;
Fire Prevention and Safety
Back Safety
Hand and Power Tool Safety
Machine Guard Safety
Avoid Slips, Trips and Falls

Hot Jobs in Canada for 2012 - We Are Headed For Growth Despite Some Headwinds From
AbroadBy Mark Swartz, Monster Senior Contributing Writer
What will the economy bring for Canada in 2012? Positive news overall, as energy prices and demand for
our exports remain reasonably high.
Did you know, for example, that Canada is the largest single exporter of oil to the United States? Or that
over 20% of the world’s entire supply of potash – a chemical used in various fertilizers – is produced right
here?
While our natural resources are abundant, so are Canada’s manufacturing facilities, services sectors, and
other job-generating areas across the country. Our banks are sound and our workforce is engaged.
That’s what has made us so resilient despite headwinds from other parts of the globe.
Overall Growth Prospects For 2012
According to the Conference Board of Canada’s “Economic Insights” report from Autumn 2011, nearly
370,000 additional jobs are forecast to be added here for 2012. This amounts to a 2.1% increase over the
previous year’s total. Not bad at a time when Europe and the U.S. are experiencing challenges of their
own.
Where will all these new Canadian jobs come from? They’ll be created across a variety of sectors in
provinces from Newfoundland and Labrador to British Columbia. We take a look below at some highlights
of the places where job growth in Canada is expected to be strongest.
The Atlantic Provinces - Newfoundland and Labrador is having an unprecedented energy and resources
boom. With about $43-billion worth of projects in process, a shortage of skilled workers is foreseen.
Quebec - In the province of Quebec, Montreal is poised for jobs growth in aerospace - at such companies
as Bombardier and Pratt and Whitney – as well as in video gaming.
Ontario - Hamilton, Ontario is seeing a modest rebound in housing construction. As a result, Finance,
Insurance, & Real Estate are poised to add additional jobs. Also this Canadian center for steel production
will create more manufacturing positions. - Toronto, Ontario should see a solid rise in banking and finance
jobs, given that the city is an international finance hub. The Personal Services sector will show healthy
growth as well. - Ottawa, Ontario – the capital of Canada – is normally known for its large number of
government jobs. However in 2012 it is Construction that will expand. So will Non-Commercial services.
Western Canada - In the province of Manitoba, it is projected that Winnipeg will produce more jobs in two
particular Service sectors. One is Transportation. The other is Business Services
Saskatchewan is primed for expansion due to an explosion in demand for natural resources such as
potash, oil, and gas. You can see this in Saskatoon, where the Goods sector – which includes
Manufacturing, Natural Resources, Utilities And Construction – is expected to produce 9.3% more jobs.
Meanwhile in Regina, Saskatchewan, Construction is on the verge of creating 1,100 new jobs. Better yet
is Wholesale and Retail Trade, which will be up 1,800 jobs.
The Edmonton, Alberta region too will experience jobs growth along with Alberta’s primary resource
sector. Accordingly the city should see a boost in positions for Transportation and Warehousing. Another
growth area there will be Finance, Insurance and Real Estate. British Columbia will be home to some
impressive jobs growth in 2012. Victoria is the province’s capital city. There we will see above average
increases in Non-Commercial services, as well as in Wholesale and Retail Trade. Scenic Vancouver,
British Columbia, with its proximity to the Pacific Rim, has some bright spots for employment growth for
2012. One of its local employers, Seaspan Marine Corp., will begin an $8-billion deal to build non-combat
ships for Canada’s navy and coast guard. Film and movie production is a year-round job producer as
well.

